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 enel r00t4rd3d: there are no 16.10 and 15.10 at the same time. only 15.04 and 14.04 ok, thanks. I'll try it later, since I'm a bit
tired right now. geirha: what does it change? I was wondering if it would be useful to me, or if I'm just wasting time? ok thanks

and what ever comes after 16.10 is 16.XX so no need to go into pain here stobix: the alsa-base package has a
/usr/share/alsa/alsa.conf.d directory, but I'm not sure if it's what you're looking for lol r00t4rd3d 16.10 thanks for the tip :)
geirha: as I said, I want to change the default config. And I want to make sure that I have a sane config for my headphones.

stobix: if it works and you did not break it yourself then you can stick with it. I have a VM with 16.04.1, and am trying to use
GNOME. How do I run the gnome environment? stobix: My understanding is that the way they were doing things previously is
that you could set the default config in a file that would be used for all users. Since that file is now only in the per-user config
directories, there's no way to have a sane default config sappheiros: install the gnome-shell package k1l: sorry. I didn't mean to

imply that. I do think I have a sane configuration, but it's an awkward one to have. k1l: sudo apt install gnome-shell, right?
sappheiros: yes done geirha: I will look into the directory, but I'm not 82157476af
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